
Amazon Prime Video unveils the trailer of a new series Afsos

January 10, 2020

~ Produced by Only Much Louder (OML), the eight-part suspense thriller is a dark comedy about a suicidal man, a maverick monk and a deadly women
assassin –amidst the realm of immortality ~

~ The series marks the debut of revered comedian Anirban Dasgupta (of Stand-Up Special Take it Easy fame) as a show creator ~

~ Prime members across 200 countries and territories can watch all episodes as a binge starting January 17, 2020 ~

~ Prime offers incredible value with unlimited streaming of the latest and exclusive movies, TV shows, stand-up comedy, Amazon Original Series, ad free music
through Amazon Prime Music, free fast delivery on India’s largest selection of products, early access to top deals, unlimited reading with Prime Reading, all
available only for ₹129 a month ~

Mumbai, 10th January, 2020: Amazon Prime Video today announced the trailer of much-awaited series Afsos. Produced by Only Much Louder (OML), the
suspense thriller is a dark comedy about a suicidal man, a maverick monk and a deadly assassin amidst the realm of immortality. The eight-episode series is
co-created by Dibya Chatterjee and renowned comedian Anirban Dasgupta and will be available for Prime members across 200 countries and territories as a
binge starting 17th January 2020.

Anirban Dasgupta, who marks his debut as a show creator, said, “Afsos is my second collaboration with Amazon Prime Video after my special Take It Easy.
Both these experiences have been memorable and I am happy that this unique series has found its home on the service. Creating this show with Dibya
Chatterjee and Only Much Louder was enjoyable and I am grateful to everyone who has come together to bring this wild story to life.”

Watch the trailer here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKh7LukVE1c

 

Show Synopsis:

Nakul’s only goal in life is to seek some sort of a closure. After several failed suicide attempts, he pays for his own death. Upadhyay, a deadly women assassin
is assigned to get the job done. But Nakul has a change of heart. He chooses to live, however Upadhyay never leaves a job undone. A riveting cat and mouse
chase ensues while a divine intervention flips everything upside down in this black comedy thriller. Produced by OML and created by Anirban Das Gupta and
Dibya Chatterjee, directed by Anubhuti Kashyap, the series available on Amazon Prime Video stars Gulshan Devaiah, Anjali Patil – winner of the National Film
Award – Special Mention and state Nandi Award for Best Actress, Heeba Shah, Danish Sait, Dhruv Sehgal, among others.

Amazon Prime Video has the largest selection of latest & exclusive movies, TV shows, award winning Amazon Originals such as The Family Man, Made in
Heaven, Four More Shots Please!,Mirzapur, Inside Edge, Comicstaan among others, Stand-Up Comedy, biggest Indian and Hollywood films, US TV series,
most popular Indian & international kids’ shows all available, ad-free, with a world class customer experience. The service includes titles available in Hindi,
Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Punjabi and Bengali.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKh7LukVE1c


To watch the upcoming Amazon Exclusive Series Afsos, newest releases in Hollywood & Bollywood, the latest US TV shows, kids’ favorite toons and Amazon
Originals, please visit www.PrimeVideo.com or download the Amazon Prime Video app today and sign-up for a Prime membership only at ₹999 annually or
₹129 monthly.
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